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Table 4: Final Evaluation Results

Semiconductor data Sets

Quality

Measures Data Set 1 Data Set 2 Data Set 3 Data Set 4

Pearson .7784267 (1) .803277 (2) .709208 (2) .765386 (2)

Cohen .7741133 (3) .803511 (1) .711811 (1) .765736 (1)

Coleman .7239333 (7) .687642 (5) .659696 (6) .712480 (6)

SKIB1 .7532837 (6) .800432 (4) .694951 (4) .759253 (4)

SKIB2 .7652453 (4) .802118 (3) .693429 (5) .762135 (3)

IKIB .7239333 (7) .687642 (5) .659696 (6) .712480 (6)

Conf .7650050 (5) .675323 (6) .654427 (7) .736773 (5)

IMAFO .7755257 (2) .803511 (1) .705969 (3) .765386 (2)
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Table 3: Example of Initial Output
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Table 2: Example of Contingency Table

where  = the number of examples covered by Rule R that are in Class C.

 = the number of examples covered by Rule R that are not in Class C.

 = the number of examples not covered by Rule R that are in Class C.

 = the number of examples covered by neither Rule R or Class C.

 = total number of examples covered by rule R.

 = total number of examples not covered rule R.

 = total number of examples in class C.

 = total number of examples not in class C.

 = total number of examples.
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Table 1: An example of  output

Problem Name: gdl80

===================

Problem Definition: gd is less than 80

Unable to use 0.0 % (0 out of 332) records.

Problem occurs in 63.0 % (209 out of 332) records.

Rule 1:

-------

    Variable 1: p114 is less than 16.65

                              Variable

        r squared                0.4

        Coverage                78.1%

        Error Rate              10.9%

        Quality                  7.2

    Variable 2: p8 is greater than 819.85

                              Variable     Cumulative Interaction

        r squared                0.3               0.4

        Coverage                76.2%             71.4%

        Error Rate              13.0%              2.6%

        Quality                  6.9               7.3

    Variable 3: p42 is less than 3.85

                              Variable     Cumulative Interaction

        r squared                0.2               0.5

        Coverage                96.2%             71.4%

        Error Rate              28.9%              1.3%

        Quality                  6.8               7.4
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Figure 4: Histogram of Good Dies for Data Set 4
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Figure 3: Graph of Quality Measures vs. Problem Definition for Data Set 4
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Fig. 1: The Venn Diagram
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6.0  Conclusions

This research began with the development of the IMAFO induction system. This data

analysis tool has been successfully applied in several domains, including semiconduc-

tor manufacturing. In spite of these successes, IMAFO’s results could be difficult to

interpret. The goal of this project was to overcome this problem by providing IMAFO

with a reliable rule quality measure.

This task proved to be a difficult undertaking. First a variety of possible quality meas-

ures were identified for examination. Then a methodology was developed for testing

and evaluating these measures, and four data sets of semiconductor data selected for

examination. The testing process itself was highly automated and required a minimum

amount of human interaction. A total of 80 output files were produced, collated, and

summarized to produce the final results.

The following are the most important conclusions from our work:

• Some quality measures do indeed perform better than others. Cohen’s statistic was

the over-all best quality measure examined, with several other quality measures

receiving very similar results. This is the result of extensive testing and evaluation

process that involved applying four performance measures on the rules selected by

each quality measure. With this information in hand, it should be possible to develop

more effective induction systems and rule post-processing mechanisms for real

world domains.

• Some quality measures may be sensitive to the distribution of the data under exami-

nation. While further examination of this area is probably necessary before firm con-

clusions can be made, it would appear that some quality measures will indeed reflect

the underlying distribution of the data.

Much work remains to be done. In particular, we have examined the use of these quality

measures only in post-processing. Their application at some earlier level of the induc-

tive process might produce some interesting results. Similarly, further research into the

effect of different data set distributions, particularly of the dependent variable, on our

quality measures might be worth investigating. One way to examine these effects might

be with qualitative models such as those used in Clark and Matwin[11].
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The highest rule qualities were reported when the problem was defined as the depend-

ent variable < 40. This corresponded with the strong left-tail of the histogram. As the

problem definition threshold was increased, the area of the histogram in the target class

grew. This caused the values reported by the quality measures to decline, since the most

significant feature of the histogram was this tail, and it grew more obscured as more

data records were added to the target class. Pearson’s and Cohen’s statistics appeared

particularly sensitive to these distribution effects, while Coleman’s statistic was consist-

ently unresponsive.
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When these final files were examined, some interesting patterns emerged. The quality

measure that performed best overall was Cohen’s statistic, with several other measures

having nearly equivalent scores. The final results are given in Table 4:

-----------------------------------------

Approximate Location of Table 4

------------------------------------------

A quick glance at these results shows that Pearson’s, Cohen’s, and the IMAFO statistics

were the top three on every data set, while the SKIB1 and SKIB2 measures placed

fourth and fifth in most cases. All five of these measures would appear to have some use

in practice. However, Coleman’s statistic, the IKIB measure and the Confidence Set sta-

tistic placed at the bottom of this list for almost every data set. This poor performance

can be traced to the inability of these measures to reflect the effect of false negatives on

the quality of a rule. While this was certainly compounded by the built-in bias of the

induction system towards false negatives, this serious omission would appear to render

them useless in most real world domains.

5.1  Effect of Target Distribution

A factor investigated was how the distribution of the dependent variable affected the

performance of the quality measures. An excellent opportunity to examine this situation

was afforded by the fact that the same dependent variable was evaluated at five different

thresholds for each data set, giving a variety of different target class distributions. A

graph of reported values versus the problem definitions for a particular data set is illus-

trated in Figure 3. The Confidence set and IKIB measures have been omitted from the

graph since their range of possible values is too wide for representation on the same

graph as the other measures:

-----------------------------------------

Approximate Location of Figure 3

------------------------------------------

This can be compared with the histogram for the dependent variable in Figure 4:

-----------------------------------------

Approximate Location of Figure 4

------------------------------------------
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The score assigned to each measure was a combination of the four performance

attributes discussed earlier. This combination, known as the Equally Weighted Average

(EWA) was calculated using the following formula:

It was originally planned to provide different weights for positive and negative errors,

and so they were incorporated separately instead of a combined error-rate. We decided

against this based on consultations with domain experts, and on the knowledge that

such a bias is already incorporated into the alogrithm for pruning the decision tree (as

mentioned in Section 3.0).

5.0  Results

Once testing was complete, 80 files containing the scores for each measure on each data

set for each problem definition remained. An example of one of these files is shown in

Table 3:

-----------------------------------------

Approximate Location of Table 3

------------------------------------------

On average, three distinct rules were selected by our quality measures for each prob-

lem. Cohen’s statistic, Pearson’s statistic, and the IMAFO statistic chose the same rule

in most circumstances, as did Coleman’s statistic and the IKIB statistic. More interest-

ingly, the Confidence Set statistics was prone to choose rules quite distinct from those

chosen by the measures. While it performed poorly overall, there were several cases

where it selected rules which out-performed all the others by a substantial margin. The

inference is that this statistic measures substantially different characteristics of the data

than the other measures.

The quantity of data to be evaluated was too large for easy comprehension, so some

simplification was performed. The results for each data set were shortened by first com-

bining the results for the five problems defined for each site and then amalgamating the

three distinct sites and combining them with the average site results. This left a single

output file containing the rankings for each measure on the entire data set.

EWA
Accuracy Coverage 1 PositiveErrorRate–( ) 1 NegartiveErrorRate–( )+ + +

4
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------= (20)
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conditions for comparing our rule quality measures, though the absence of a right-tailed

distribution was regrettable.

4.2  Technical Details

The testing and evaluation process was highly automated. For each data set a group of

initialization files had to be created, one for each problem definition. Then a Perl script

was invoked on the initialization files, which automatically found and partitioned the

data files (maintaining the distribution of the target classes), invoked the analysis soft-

ware 10 times on each initialization file, saving the output. Once the runs were com-

plete the script scanned the output files and compiled the list of “best rules” as chosen

by each quality measure. The script then loaded the testing file and evaluated the per-

formance of those rules on the new data. The results were finally printed to a series of

text files. The entire process required approximately 3 days of continuous processing on

a Sun SPARC 10 workstation. The only phase that required human interaction was set-

ting up the initialization files. This automation greatly simplified the entire testing and

evaluation process.

4.3  Evaluation of Quality Measures

Perhaps the greatest problem encountered in this part of the research was the question

of how to compare the quality measures. Any procedure that assigned scores to each

measure would itself constitute a quality measure and would raise the question of why

that measure was not simply used as the quality measure itself.  Furthermore, this meas-

ure would itself be as questionable as the measures under consideration.

Despite this problem we decided to assign a score to each measure. This decision was

based on our prior experience in the area, and on consulations with domain experts.

While the measure chosen would not do as a quality statistic in its own right because of

it’s empirical nature, it does attempt to quantify our experience with what constitutes a

good rule in the domain. Our goal was to find a statistical measure that would reflect

these same qualities, while avoiding the arbitrariness that would result if we used the

empirical measure itself.
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(Figure 2). Special care was taken to ensure that the distribution of target samples (as

calculated by the current problem definition) was the same in each set. The analysis was

then performed 10 times on the training portion of the data, and the single best rule

selected by each quality measure was recorded. These rules were then applied to the

testing portion of the data and the performance of the one chosen by each quality meas-

ure was calculated. The performance of each rule was measured with the following

attributes, similar to those suggested as formal measures of classifier performance by

Kulikowski and Weiss [28]:

• Accuracy: The ratio of correctly classified cases to the total number of cases.

• Coverage: The ratio of correctly classified positives cases to the total number of pos-

itive cases.

• Positive-Error rate: The ratio of positive-errors to the total number of positives.

• Negative-Error rate: The ratio of negative-errors to the total number of negatives.

This information was used to assign a score to each quality measure (See Section 4.4).

The procedure was then repeated for each data set and problem definition. Figure 2

illustrates the process of testing and evaluation.

-----------------------------------------

Approximate Location of Figure 2

------------------------------------------

Four data sets from semiconductor manufacturing were used for evaluation. This is a

domain where complex problems requiring data analysis are regularly encountered, and

so an effective induction tool with a reliable rule quality measure would be very useful.

4.1  Semiconductor Data Sets

The four data sets evaluated were gathered over the course of 1993 from a semiconduc-

tor manufacturing operation. Each contained approximately 1400 data records record-

ing different process variables for three different sites on a single semiconductor wafer.

These records were broken down into four different data files, one for each site and one

containing averaged values. In each case, there was a single dependent variable,

number of good-dies, for which five thresholds were defined and used as problem defi-

nitions. The distribution of this variable varied widely between data sets, with Uniform,

Left-Tailed, and U-shaped distributions all in evidence. This provided a wide variety of
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While this measure is still very heuristic, its results appear to be valuable, especially in

cases where target distributions render other measures unreliable. For this reason it is

considered here to be a valuable measure that would be of use in interpreting a rule.

3.2.2  Presenting the Contingency Table

The contingency table itself is capable of giving a good intuitive sense of the perform-

ance of a rule. Thus, it might be useful to simply present the contents of the contingency

table as an extra piece of useful statistical information. This would provide additional

information to help the user evaluate the rule. It might also serve to increase the user’s

confidence in the quality measure used, since the raw data it was derived from would be

available.

Another way to present the contingency table might be in the form of a scatter plot. If

the variable chosen by the rule is placed on the X axis and the dependent variable is

placed on the Y, then a vertical line for the rule and a horizontal line for the problem

definition would divide the plot into four regions mirroring those of the contingency

table. This plot makes the intuitive judgement of the rule much easier then looking at

the table alone. For this reason such plots might be excellent additions to the output

from the induction system.

3.3  Remaining Problems

The largest remaining problem is that of the distribution of the data. All of the quality

measures examined assume that we are dealing with a normal population. In many

cases this is simply not true and all measures will become increasingly inaccurate as the

distribution of the data gets further from the normal. A solution to this problem would

require either pre-processing to normalize the data before analysis, or use of other post-

analysis techniques to determine the distribution of the data and adapt the measures

applied appropriately.

4.0  Testing and Evaluation Methodology

The testing methodology chosen for this study was the standard train-and-test proce-

dure. Each data set was partitioned randomly (66/33) into a training set and a testing set
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from the normal. It is hoped that certain measures will deal better with this situation

than others and this will be a major criteria in choosing the best measure for future use

in IMAFO.

Consideration of Small Sample Size. An example of the distribution problems that

has been encountered is the problem of small sample sizes. Cases have existed where

the ratio of the target class to the whole population has been as low as 3% of the whole.

In these situations, it is questionable if any rule generated by the system could be signif-

icant. The effect of this distribution on the contingency table can be predicted. We

would expect that and would be very small (after all, there are not very many pos-

sible cases to cover), while  and  would tend to be large (since there are so many

negative examples). One of the characteristics looked for in a quality measure is the

ability to handle this situation. The distribution under consideration is obviously not

normal and so all of our measures will all suffer. With this in mind, it would appear that

those statistics that take into account the better part of the contingency table

( ,  and ), can be expected to deal relatively well with

the problem. The measures that do not ( , ,  and

), can be expected to perform poorly.

3.2  Additional Statistical Information

A variety of other information can also be calculated and presented to help interpret the

results of the analysis. While such information was not evaluated in the scope of this

project, we thought it was important to recognize its existence and consider adding it to

the system output as a measure of additional confidence.

3.2.1  Pessimistic Error Rate

The first such information is the pessimistic error rate, used by Quinlan in his C4.5

decision tree algorithm [21]. The standard error rate is simply the ratio of errors to the

total number of cases classified. The pessimistic error rate is the upper bound of a confi-

dence interval taken around this error rate. The rationale for this is that the performance

of any rule on new data will tend to be worse than its apparent error rate on the training

set. So the pessimistic error rate tries to estimate the worst expected rule performance.

rc rc

rc rc
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So this would have to be used as a minimum bound on rule quality. Like Coleman’s sta-

tistic, this measure fails to incorporate the completeness of the rule, with the same con-

sequences.

3.1.9  Confidence Sets

A final area of statistical theory that may provide a possible quality measure is confi-

dence sets. The probability of event p given an example of class C and the firing of rule

R is estimated by Consistency(R). So a random variable

has a chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom. Therefore:

will give a confidence interval ( , ). The lower bound of the interval, , can be

used as a measure of quality. Its value is given by the following quadratic equation[7]:

where

However, this measure again fails to incorporate the completeness of the rule.

3.1.10  Distribution of the Target Samples

An important issue with all of these quality measures is the distribution of the data set

under consideration. All the measures under consideration assume the use of a normal

distribution and become increasingly inaccurate as the distribution moves further away

Y
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There is a problem with Coleman’s statistic, in that it does not take into account the

completeness of a rule. This means it is unable to measure the effect of false negatives

on the quality of the rule. Due to the bias inherent in the induction system, which

favours false negatives over false positives, this may be problematic.

3.1.7  SKIB1 and SKIB2

The following combinations of Coleman’s and Cohen’s statistics have been suggested

as measures that combine the best characteristics of both:

and

These are measures of both Agreement and Association. This means that they take into

account the entire 2x2 contingency table when returning a rule quality. The implication

is that they will deal well with most target distribution problems that would confuse

other measures. They appear to be excellent potential quality measures.

3.1.8  Information Gain

Information theory is another area that is closely related to statistics and may be of

some help for quality measurements. The following formula attempts to calculate the

information gain resulting from a particular rule:

where all logs are base 2. However this only holds if

Q
SKIB1

R( ) Q
Coleman

R( )
2 Q

Cohen
R( )+

3
-------------------------------------⋅= (12)

Q
SKIB2

R( ) Q
Coleman

R( ) 1 Com R( )+

2
--------------------------------⋅= (13)

Q
IKIB

R( ) c

K
----log– Con R( )log+= (14)

Con R( ) c

K
----≥ (15)
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possible that the current rule filtering process (which trims out unimportant rules before

the quality measures are calculated) may make the first problem unlikely to occur in

practice, but there does not appear to be an easy solution to the second problem. The

formula is as follows:

The resulting values will be in the range 0 to 1, with larger values representing greater

levels of association.

3.1.5  Cohen’s Statistic

Cohen’s statistic measures the level of association on the main diagonal of the 2x2 con-

tingency table. It works by calculating the difference between the actual association and

the predicated association along the diagonal (Associationactual - Associationpredicted).

The formula is as follows:

This will return a value between -1 and 1, with negative values representing an inverse

relationship between the rule and it‘s target class.

3.1.6  Coleman’s Statistic

Coleman’s Statistic is a measure of the “agreement” between the first column and either

row of the contingency table. Here the correct relation is between the first column and

the first row. Similar to Cohen’s statistic, this measure is calculated by finding the dif-

ference between the actual agreement and the predicted agreement. The formula is as

follows:

The value returned will again be in the range -1 to 1, with negative values again very

unlikely.

Q
Pearson

R( ) rc rc⋅ rc– rc⋅( )
2

c c r r⋅ ⋅ ⋅
---------------------------------------------=

(9)

Q
Cohen

R( ) K Con R( ) Com R( )⋅ ⋅ rc–

K
Con R( ) Com R( )+

2
--------------------------------------------------⋅ rc–

-----------------------------------------------------------------------= (10)

Q
Coleman

R( ) K Con R( ) Com R( )⋅ ⋅ rc–

K Com R( )⋅ rc–
--------------------------------------------------------------------= (11)
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This formula was first used by Torgo [26]. The formula was empirically derived. It

seems to give good results in practice, but is difficult to interpret, since there is no pre-

cise meaning for any particular value.

3.1.3  Consistency and Completeness

Two measures have been suggested by Torgo for calculating rule quality; these are Con-

sistency and Completeness [26]. Consistency is a measure of how specific the rule is to

the problem. The higher the consistency the more precisely the rule covers the class

under consideration. Consistency is at its maximum when the rule covers all instances

of the target class and no instances outside the target class, that is when there are no

positive errors.

Completeness is a measure of how much of the problem domain is covered by the rule.

The higher the completeness, the more cases are covered by the rule. Completeness is at

its maximum when every instance of class c is covered by the rule, that is when there

are no negative errors.

It should be noted that both of these equations return a real value in the range of 0 to 1.

3.1.4  Pearson’s Statistic

The Pearson  statistic is derived from the simple chi-squared test applied to the con-

tingency table. Its result can be used as a measure for rule quality. However, there are

several major problems. Firstly, this measure will return a high quality when either

diagonal of the 2x2 contingency table is large, so if  and  are small, and if  and

 are large, this formula will return a high rule quality, which is obviously incorrect.

Secondly, this formula would have problems with cases where the target class distribu-

tion is unusual, since the chi-squared test is built to handle a normal distribution. It is

Con R( ) rc

r
-----= (7)

Com R( ) rc

c
-----= (8)

χ2

rc rc rc

rc
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3.1  Rule Quality Measures

A number of quality measures were considered for this research. Our decision to focus

on statistically derived measures eliminated some of the candidates found in the litera-

ture. Some other interesting measures, such as Rissanen’s Minimum Description

Length principle, were rejected because we felt they were not particularily applicable to

the domain. In the end we decided to evaluate statistics similar to those given in [7] as

possible statistical quality measures.

3.1.1  The 2 x 2 Contingency Table

The following 2x2 contingency table [6] relates rule R with class C. This table can be

used to derive a variety of statistics using variations on the standard chi-squared test for

independence. All of the quality measures examined and reported here, including the

one currently used by IMAFO, are derived from this table.

--------------------------------------------

Approximate Location of Table 2
--------------------------------------------

3.1.2  The IMAFO Quality Statistic

The current IMAFO quality statistic is a real value between 0 and 10, which is calcu-

lated by the following formula:

where  is the accuracy of rule R, calculated as follows:

 and  is the estimate of rule coverage and is calculated as follows:

Q
IMAFO

AC
T R, E

C
⋅( ) 10⋅= (4)

AC
T R,

AC
T R,

rc rc+

K
-----------------= (5)

E
C

E
C

rc

c
----- 1– 

 exp= (6)
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• the names of the independent variables that influence the process (variables selected

for the nodes of the decision tree, i.e., p114, p8 and p42),

• the particular threshold below or above which the problem may exist,

• the coverage and error rate that represent the reliability of the relationship.

The rule quality is a combined measure that reflects the accuracy and the estimated cov-

erage of the rule. The rule quality is explained in Section 3.1.2 and in this paper is

referred to as IMAFO quality.

-------------------------------------------
Approximate location of Table 1

-------------------------------------------

Figure 1 shows how coverage and error rate are calculated. For a given set of records K

(e.g., 332 examples in Table 1), the coverage is the percentage of the problem that the

rule covers, i.e., the number of problems that a rule correctly predicts, out of all occur-

rences of the problem in each data set. The error rate is the ratio of the number of incor-

rect predictions (the rule predicted an error that did not occur) to the number of correct

predictions (the rule predicted an error and it did occur). From the information pre-

sented in Table 1, the process engineers decide which rules make sense and what to do

with them.

 -------------------------------------------

Approximate location of Figure 1
-------------------------------------------

There are a number of issues to consider when the data are analyzed using decision tree

induction. For example: (i) the coverage and error rate are not always in the ideal range,

this justifies the requirement for a rule quality measure; (ii) the distribution of targets in

a data set is not always the same. Therefore, we need a quality measure that represents

the coverage, error rate and combinations of false positives, false negatives, true posi-

tives and true negatives, and which is also sensitive to various characteristics of the

data.

The approach in this work is therefore to identify and test the most appropriate quality

measures and evaluate their sensitivity to characteristics of the data set.
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The description length of data K for theory R is therefore the sum of the above.

MDL theory is therefore useful in two aspects: (i) to measure the complexity of a theory

as the number of bits needed to represent it (coding cost), (ii) to measure how well the

theory fits the data. MDL has been applied in a number of applications among which

are [8] and Quinlan’s work [22, 23] applied for evaluating categorical theories. Quinlan

further proposed a modification to the MDL method so that it can be used for evaluating

rules generated by an induction system [21].

Finally, Riddle et al. [24] propose a rule ranking approach as part of processing and

analyzing the results of applying induction to a part manufacturing operation. The idea

is to use the additional statistical and rule ranking information to easily interpret and

apply the results of induction. This quantification of the rules is done through some sta-

tistical tests (e.g. χ2) to verify that the pattern discovered by the rule is statistically

meaningful, given the entire set of data. This approach filters out rules that have a high

accuracy but a low level of statistical significance.

3.0  Overview of the Approach

The main motivation for this study was to identify a reliable rule quality measure and

investigate its performance in real world applications. This rule quality was used to

evaluate and filter the rules generated by an induction system (IMAFO) developed at

the National Research Council of Canada. The main role of this system [12, 13] is to

analyse data from an industrial process and explain why some productions fail. The

learning component is a variation of Quinlan’s ID3 algorithm [20]. Its main function is

to analyse the data collected from a process and to search for descriptions of unsuccess-

ful productions as defined by the user. For its testing and pruning process, IMAFO has a

bias towards the errors of commission (positive errors), which are counted as three

times worse than the errors of omission (negative errors).

The data analyzed are in the form of numeric or symbolic attribute vectors, representing

different aspects of a production environment (e.g. process variables). Table 1 shows an

example of a decision tree generated for one problem that has been converted to a set of

rules easily understood by process engineers. The information in the rule consists of:
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The inadequacy of the entire rule may also be considered at the node level, where the

quality of each node is monitored to be above a certain pre-specified threshold of reli-

ability. In this case, the cost (or benefit) of an incorrect (or correct) rule is determined

by the user. This information is used to set the minimum reliability of an entire rule or

individual variables in the rule (that represent the nodes of a tree).

Rissanen [25] proposed the theory of Minimum Description Length (MDL) that can be

used to quantify the fit of different models (in our case rules generated by the learning

system) by using the length of the description of the data in terms of the model. The

MDL theory, is defined as “the total number of binary digits required to rewrite the

observed data, when each observation is given by some precision”. When a theory is

induced from a data set K to describe the positive class, it partitions K into two sets -

one group that satisfies the theory and another group that do not. Each of these groups is

further subdivided on the basis of the items’ true class. The four classes would therefore

be: (i) true positives, (ii) true negatives, (iii) false positives, and (iv) false negatives. If

the theory is known, each observation can be classified by specifying the false positives

for the observations satisfying the theory and false negatives among the rest, i.e. two

sets of exceptions. Assuming that a set of observations never consists entirely of excep-

tions, an encoding scheme to identify k exceptions in n observations gives the value of k

which requires:

However, if K contains T positives and N negatives, a theory with fp false positives and

fn false negatives is satisfied by T+fp-fn observations. The exceptions cost of specifying

data K is given as:

Q R( ) 1 1 g i( )+( )
i 1=

n

∑⁄= (1)

E n k,( ) nlog
n
k 

 
bitslog+= (2)

E T fp fn–+ fp,( ) E N fn fp–+ fn,( ) bits+ (3)
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quality of rules was measured by two properties: consistency and completeness. Consis-

tency of the rules is the ratio of the number of correctly covered cases to its number of

covered examples, whereas completeness of a rule is the ratio of the number of cor-

rectly covered examples to the number of examples of the same class. The approach,

although heuristic, resulted from several experiments and observations made with

YAILS (also reported in these papers) on real world problems. This method weighs two

properties according to the value of consistency, which is a way of introducing some

flexibility and coping with different situations, such as rules covering rare cases or very

general rules. Bruha and Kockova [6] evaluated various methods and rule quality mea-

sures developed by others [3, 5, 26] and viewed quality of a rule as a combination of its

correctness, power, predictability, reliability, and likelihood of success. They classified

the rule quality control approaches into empirical and statistical and concluded that all

methods of calculating rule quality were applicable. However, the heuristics of a learn-

ing algorithm and the method of calculating the rule quality of a classification scheme

should be selected together, taking the application into account.

Among the statistical measures introduced in [6] are (i) Cohen’s agreement table [4] in

which the actual agreement is compared with the observed agreement. This leads to a

measure of agreement that can be used as a quality measure. (ii) Using the same table,

Coleman [4] defines a slightly different measure of agreement. Both of these measures

of agreement are explained in Section 3.1. Weiss and Kulikowski [28] compare learning

systems using their true and apparent error rates or quality measures. True error rate of

a learning system is defined as the error rate of the learning system if it was tested on

the true distribution of cases in the data set. The apparent error rate of a learning system

is the error rate on the sample cases that were used to design or build the learning sys-

tem.

The issue of inadequacies in representing the knowledge has also been attributed to

poor quality of the rules [9]. The authors in this research suggest that there should be a

theory to learn good rules that satisfy the expert’s knowledge. The system KAISER

uses heuristics knowledge to build a qualitative measure of goodness/badness of a rule.

This is done through a set of improprieties and their combinations that are called grav-

ity. If the gravity varies between 0 and 1 in each node of the tree (that represent the vari-

ables in the rule), then in a rule with n variables, the quality is defined as:
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performance of these measures and recommend the most suitable one(s) for the induc-

tive tool that we have developed for intelligent data analysis.

The particular domain that we will focus on in this paper is intelligent process manage-

ment. The data for this study come from an advanced industrial process in which proc-

ess monitoring and data collection are relatively automated. The application involves

analyzing data from semiconductor manufacturing (wafer fabrication), an environment

where the volume of collected data is overwhelming. In such industries, the primary

goal of data analysis is to identify the most relevant attributes that influence a process

from among hundreds of attributes that are normally measured. In these high-dimen-

sional process environments [2], an induction system plays an important role in data

reduction through identification and ranking of attributes that influence any specific

problem. The results of data analysis included some rules that were not reliable due to

such reasons as noise in the data or unmeasured attributes.

The format of the paper is as follows: Section 2 includes work related to rule quality

and filtering the results of induction. Section 3 provides an overview of the approach,

giving a detailed discussions of all the rule quality measures and statistical information

that we have investigated. The entire testing and evaluation strategy is explained in Sec-

tion 4 and in Section 5 results are presented. Section 6 gives discussion and conclu-

sions.

2.0  Related Work

While the issue of a rule quality measure has been addressed by several researchers in

the past, there is no common view or agreement on one or more reliable rule quality

measure(s) and its (their) testing and evaluation in real world applications.

The related work can be divided into two somewhat overlapping categories: (i) rule

quality and rule filtering, (ii) rule combination and knowledge integration. Both areas

require a rule quality measure that can provide a “symbolic filter” for noisy, imprecise,

and unreliable knowledge. However, we will primarily focus on the first area as the lat-

ter is not entirely related to our work.

Torgo [26, 27] introduced a method for rule quality control and rule integration. The
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1.0  Introduction

Years of research and development work in inductive learning has resulted in introduc-

tion of many algorithms that have been tested and performed well in a number of

domains from medical to agriculture, finance to manufacturing. Examples of these

algorithms include ID3 [20], C4.5 [21], CN2 [11], and the AQ series of algorithms [17].

Researchers and practitioners have also recognized that applying a standard inductive

learning tool, such as the ones listed above, is somewhat of a skill [10]. Two problems

are quite common: (i) the inability of the learning algorithms to provide reliable rules

under all circumstances and (ii) the lack of a reliable measure of quality that users of

these tools, such as knowledge engineers or process engineers at a plant, can refer to

and easily interpret and apply the results of the data analysis. This has led researchers to

investigate the development and use of post-processing techniques to solve these prob-

lems. Such techniques would not only help ordinary users of inductive learning tools to

easily understand and apply the results of their data analysis, they could also be helpful

in developing the knowledge base for an expert system, which could be partially built

through induction.

The output of an induction system is usually presented in the form of rules that can be

easily understood and applied by users [18, 19]. The induction system that we have

developed [12, 13, 14] is an example. This system will be briefly introduced in Section

3.0. To perform any post-processing on the output of this induction system, we first

needed a reliable rule quality method and a fairly accurate rule quality threshold that

can be used to identify and filter irrelevant rules under various circumstances such as

variations in rule coverage, error rate, and the ratio of positive examples to negative

examples in the data set. This study was intended to find a reliable measure that would

be used for such a threshold.

The literature, discussed briefly in the next section, includes information about a

number of rule quality measures. This paper presents an evaluation strategy for these

rule quality measures as well as other statistical information appropriate for evaluation

of the results from an induction algorithm. The objective here is to demonstrate the per-

formance of these quality measures under a number of conditions that are common in

the real world and existed in the data used for this study. We will further evaluate the
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Abstract

This paper addresses an important problem related to the use of induction systems in

analyzing real world data. The problem is the quality and reliability of the rules gener-

ated by the systems. We discuss the significance of having a reliable and efficient rule

quality measure. Such a measure can provide useful support in interpreting, ranking and

applying the rules generated by an induction system. A number of rule quality and sta-

tistical measures are selected from the literature and their performance   is evaluated on

four sets of semiconductor data. The primary goal of this testing and evaluation has

been to investigate the performance of these quality measures based on: (i) accuracy,

(ii) coverage, (iii) positive error ratio, and (iv) negative error ratio of the rule selected

by each measure. Moreover, the sensitivity of these quality measures to different data

distributions is examined. In conclusion, we recommend Cohen's statistic as being the

best quality measure examined for the domain. Finally, we explain some future work to

be done in this area.
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Table 4: Final Evaluation Results

Semiconductor data Sets

Quality

Measures Data Set 1 Data Set 2 Data Set 3 Data Set 4

Pearson .7784267 (1) .803277 (2) .709208 (2) .765386 (2)

Cohen .7741133 (3) .803511 (1) .711811 (1) .765736 (1)

Coleman .7239333 (7) .687642 (5) .659696 (6) .712480 (6)

SKIB1 .7532837 (6) .800432 (4) .694951 (4) .759253 (4)

SKIB2 .7652453 (4) .802118 (3) .693429 (5) .762135 (3)

IKIB .7239333 (7) .687642 (5) .659696 (6) .712480 (6)

Conf .7650050 (5) .675323 (6) .654427 (7) .736773 (5)

IMAFO .7755257 (2) .803511 (1) .705969 (3) .765386 (2)
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Table 3: Example of Initial Output
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Table 2: Example of Contingency Table

where  = the number of examples covered by Rule R that are in Class C.

 = the number of examples covered by Rule R that are not in Class C.

 = the number of examples not covered by Rule R that are in Class C.

 = the number of examples covered by neither Rule R or Class C.

 = total number of examples covered by rule R.

 = total number of examples not covered rule R.

 = total number of examples in class C.

 = total number of examples not in class C.

 = total number of examples.
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Table 1: An example of  output

Problem Name: gdl80

===================

Problem Definition: gd is less than 80

Unable to use 0.0 % (0 out of 332) records.

Problem occurs in 63.0 % (209 out of 332) records.

Rule 1:

-------

    Variable 1: p114 is less than 16.65

                              Variable

        r squared                0.4

        Coverage                78.1%

        Error Rate              10.9%

        Quality                  7.2

    Variable 2: p8 is greater than 819.85

                              Variable     Cumulative Interaction

        r squared                0.3               0.4

        Coverage                76.2%             71.4%

        Error Rate              13.0%              2.6%

        Quality                  6.9               7.3

    Variable 3: p42 is less than 3.85

                              Variable     Cumulative Interaction

        r squared                0.2               0.5

        Coverage                96.2%             71.4%

        Error Rate              28.9%              1.3%

        Quality                  6.8               7.4
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Figure 4: Histogram of Good Dies for Data Set 4
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Figure 3: Graph of Quality Measures vs. Problem Definition for Data Set 4
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Fig. 1: The Venn Diagram
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6.0  Conclusions

This research began with the development of the IMAFO induction system. This data

analysis tool has been successfully applied in several domains, including semiconduc-

tor manufacturing. In spite of these successes, IMAFO’s results could be difficult to

interpret. The goal of this project was to overcome this problem by providing IMAFO

with a reliable rule quality measure.

This task proved to be a difficult undertaking. First a variety of possible quality meas-

ures were identified for examination. Then a methodology was developed for testing

and evaluating these measures, and four data sets of semiconductor data selected for

examination. The testing process itself was highly automated and required a minimum

amount of human interaction. A total of 80 output files were produced, collated, and

summarized to produce the final results.

The following are the most important conclusions from our work:

• Some quality measures do indeed perform better than others. Cohen’s statistic was

the over-all best quality measure examined, with several other quality measures

receiving very similar results. This is the result of extensive testing and evaluation

process that involved applying four performance measures on the rules selected by

each quality measure. With this information in hand, it should be possible to develop

more effective induction systems and rule post-processing mechanisms for real

world domains.

• Some quality measures may be sensitive to the distribution of the data under exami-

nation. While further examination of this area is probably necessary before firm con-

clusions can be made, it would appear that some quality measures will indeed reflect

the underlying distribution of the data.

Much work remains to be done. In particular, we have examined the use of these quality

measures only in post-processing. Their application at some earlier level of the induc-

tive process might produce some interesting results. Similarly, further research into the

effect of different data set distributions, particularly of the dependent variable, on our

quality measures might be worth investigating. One way to examine these effects might

be with qualitative models such as those used in Clark and Matwin[11].
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The highest rule qualities were reported when the problem was defined as the depend-

ent variable < 40. This corresponded with the strong left-tail of the histogram. As the

problem definition threshold was increased, the area of the histogram in the target class

grew. This caused the values reported by the quality measures to decline, since the most

significant feature of the histogram was this tail, and it grew more obscured as more

data records were added to the target class. Pearson’s and Cohen’s statistics appeared

particularly sensitive to these distribution effects, while Coleman’s statistic was consist-

ently unresponsive.
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When these final files were examined, some interesting patterns emerged. The quality

measure that performed best overall was Cohen’s statistic, with several other measures

having nearly equivalent scores. The final results are given in Table 4:

-----------------------------------------

Approximate Location of Table 4

------------------------------------------

A quick glance at these results shows that Pearson’s, Cohen’s, and the IMAFO statistics

were the top three on every data set, while the SKIB1 and SKIB2 measures placed

fourth and fifth in most cases. All five of these measures would appear to have some use

in practice. However, Coleman’s statistic, the IKIB measure and the Confidence Set sta-

tistic placed at the bottom of this list for almost every data set. This poor performance

can be traced to the inability of these measures to reflect the effect of false negatives on

the quality of a rule. While this was certainly compounded by the built-in bias of the

induction system towards false negatives, this serious omission would appear to render

them useless in most real world domains.

5.1  Effect of Target Distribution

A factor investigated was how the distribution of the dependent variable affected the

performance of the quality measures. An excellent opportunity to examine this situation

was afforded by the fact that the same dependent variable was evaluated at five different

thresholds for each data set, giving a variety of different target class distributions. A

graph of reported values versus the problem definitions for a particular data set is illus-

trated in Figure 3. The Confidence set and IKIB measures have been omitted from the

graph since their range of possible values is too wide for representation on the same

graph as the other measures:

-----------------------------------------

Approximate Location of Figure 3

------------------------------------------

This can be compared with the histogram for the dependent variable in Figure 4:

-----------------------------------------

Approximate Location of Figure 4

------------------------------------------
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The score assigned to each measure was a combination of the four performance

attributes discussed earlier. This combination, known as the Equally Weighted Average

(EWA) was calculated using the following formula:

It was originally planned to provide different weights for positive and negative errors,

and so they were incorporated separately instead of a combined error-rate. We decided

against this based on consultations with domain experts, and on the knowledge that

such a bias is already incorporated into the alogrithm for pruning the decision tree (as

mentioned in Section 3.0).

5.0  Results

Once testing was complete, 80 files containing the scores for each measure on each data

set for each problem definition remained. An example of one of these files is shown in

Table 3:

-----------------------------------------

Approximate Location of Table 3

------------------------------------------

On average, three distinct rules were selected by our quality measures for each prob-

lem. Cohen’s statistic, Pearson’s statistic, and the IMAFO statistic chose the same rule

in most circumstances, as did Coleman’s statistic and the IKIB statistic. More interest-

ingly, the Confidence Set statistics was prone to choose rules quite distinct from those

chosen by the measures. While it performed poorly overall, there were several cases

where it selected rules which out-performed all the others by a substantial margin. The

inference is that this statistic measures substantially different characteristics of the data

than the other measures.

The quantity of data to be evaluated was too large for easy comprehension, so some

simplification was performed. The results for each data set were shortened by first com-

bining the results for the five problems defined for each site and then amalgamating the

three distinct sites and combining them with the average site results. This left a single

output file containing the rankings for each measure on the entire data set.

EWA
Accuracy Coverage 1 PositiveErrorRate–( ) 1 NegartiveErrorRate–( )+ + +

4
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------= (20)
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conditions for comparing our rule quality measures, though the absence of a right-tailed

distribution was regrettable.

4.2  Technical Details

The testing and evaluation process was highly automated. For each data set a group of

initialization files had to be created, one for each problem definition. Then a Perl script

was invoked on the initialization files, which automatically found and partitioned the

data files (maintaining the distribution of the target classes), invoked the analysis soft-

ware 10 times on each initialization file, saving the output. Once the runs were com-

plete the script scanned the output files and compiled the list of “best rules” as chosen

by each quality measure. The script then loaded the testing file and evaluated the per-

formance of those rules on the new data. The results were finally printed to a series of

text files. The entire process required approximately 3 days of continuous processing on

a Sun SPARC 10 workstation. The only phase that required human interaction was set-

ting up the initialization files. This automation greatly simplified the entire testing and

evaluation process.

4.3  Evaluation of Quality Measures

Perhaps the greatest problem encountered in this part of the research was the question

of how to compare the quality measures. Any procedure that assigned scores to each

measure would itself constitute a quality measure and would raise the question of why

that measure was not simply used as the quality measure itself.  Furthermore, this meas-

ure would itself be as questionable as the measures under consideration.

Despite this problem we decided to assign a score to each measure. This decision was

based on our prior experience in the area, and on consulations with domain experts.

While the measure chosen would not do as a quality statistic in its own right because of

it’s empirical nature, it does attempt to quantify our experience with what constitutes a

good rule in the domain. Our goal was to find a statistical measure that would reflect

these same qualities, while avoiding the arbitrariness that would result if we used the

empirical measure itself.
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(Figure 2). Special care was taken to ensure that the distribution of target samples (as

calculated by the current problem definition) was the same in each set. The analysis was

then performed 10 times on the training portion of the data, and the single best rule

selected by each quality measure was recorded. These rules were then applied to the

testing portion of the data and the performance of the one chosen by each quality meas-

ure was calculated. The performance of each rule was measured with the following

attributes, similar to those suggested as formal measures of classifier performance by

Kulikowski and Weiss [28]:

• Accuracy: The ratio of correctly classified cases to the total number of cases.

• Coverage: The ratio of correctly classified positives cases to the total number of pos-

itive cases.

• Positive-Error rate: The ratio of positive-errors to the total number of positives.

• Negative-Error rate: The ratio of negative-errors to the total number of negatives.

This information was used to assign a score to each quality measure (See Section 4.4).

The procedure was then repeated for each data set and problem definition. Figure 2

illustrates the process of testing and evaluation.

-----------------------------------------

Approximate Location of Figure 2

------------------------------------------

Four data sets from semiconductor manufacturing were used for evaluation. This is a

domain where complex problems requiring data analysis are regularly encountered, and

so an effective induction tool with a reliable rule quality measure would be very useful.

4.1  Semiconductor Data Sets

The four data sets evaluated were gathered over the course of 1993 from a semiconduc-

tor manufacturing operation. Each contained approximately 1400 data records record-

ing different process variables for three different sites on a single semiconductor wafer.

These records were broken down into four different data files, one for each site and one

containing averaged values. In each case, there was a single dependent variable,

number of good-dies, for which five thresholds were defined and used as problem defi-

nitions. The distribution of this variable varied widely between data sets, with Uniform,

Left-Tailed, and U-shaped distributions all in evidence. This provided a wide variety of
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While this measure is still very heuristic, its results appear to be valuable, especially in

cases where target distributions render other measures unreliable. For this reason it is

considered here to be a valuable measure that would be of use in interpreting a rule.

3.2.2  Presenting the Contingency Table

The contingency table itself is capable of giving a good intuitive sense of the perform-

ance of a rule. Thus, it might be useful to simply present the contents of the contingency

table as an extra piece of useful statistical information. This would provide additional

information to help the user evaluate the rule. It might also serve to increase the user’s

confidence in the quality measure used, since the raw data it was derived from would be

available.

Another way to present the contingency table might be in the form of a scatter plot. If

the variable chosen by the rule is placed on the X axis and the dependent variable is

placed on the Y, then a vertical line for the rule and a horizontal line for the problem

definition would divide the plot into four regions mirroring those of the contingency

table. This plot makes the intuitive judgement of the rule much easier then looking at

the table alone. For this reason such plots might be excellent additions to the output

from the induction system.

3.3  Remaining Problems

The largest remaining problem is that of the distribution of the data. All of the quality

measures examined assume that we are dealing with a normal population. In many

cases this is simply not true and all measures will become increasingly inaccurate as the

distribution of the data gets further from the normal. A solution to this problem would

require either pre-processing to normalize the data before analysis, or use of other post-

analysis techniques to determine the distribution of the data and adapt the measures

applied appropriately.

4.0  Testing and Evaluation Methodology

The testing methodology chosen for this study was the standard train-and-test proce-

dure. Each data set was partitioned randomly (66/33) into a training set and a testing set
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from the normal. It is hoped that certain measures will deal better with this situation

than others and this will be a major criteria in choosing the best measure for future use

in IMAFO.

Consideration of Small Sample Size. An example of the distribution problems that

has been encountered is the problem of small sample sizes. Cases have existed where

the ratio of the target class to the whole population has been as low as 3% of the whole.

In these situations, it is questionable if any rule generated by the system could be signif-

icant. The effect of this distribution on the contingency table can be predicted. We

would expect that and would be very small (after all, there are not very many pos-

sible cases to cover), while  and  would tend to be large (since there are so many

negative examples). One of the characteristics looked for in a quality measure is the

ability to handle this situation. The distribution under consideration is obviously not

normal and so all of our measures will all suffer. With this in mind, it would appear that

those statistics that take into account the better part of the contingency table

( ,  and ), can be expected to deal relatively well with

the problem. The measures that do not ( , ,  and

), can be expected to perform poorly.

3.2  Additional Statistical Information

A variety of other information can also be calculated and presented to help interpret the

results of the analysis. While such information was not evaluated in the scope of this

project, we thought it was important to recognize its existence and consider adding it to

the system output as a measure of additional confidence.

3.2.1  Pessimistic Error Rate

The first such information is the pessimistic error rate, used by Quinlan in his C4.5

decision tree algorithm [21]. The standard error rate is simply the ratio of errors to the

total number of cases classified. The pessimistic error rate is the upper bound of a confi-

dence interval taken around this error rate. The rationale for this is that the performance

of any rule on new data will tend to be worse than its apparent error rate on the training

set. So the pessimistic error rate tries to estimate the worst expected rule performance.

rc rc

rc rc
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Quality
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Quality
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Quality
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Quality
Cohen

Quality
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So this would have to be used as a minimum bound on rule quality. Like Coleman’s sta-

tistic, this measure fails to incorporate the completeness of the rule, with the same con-

sequences.

3.1.9  Confidence Sets

A final area of statistical theory that may provide a possible quality measure is confi-

dence sets. The probability of event p given an example of class C and the firing of rule

R is estimated by Consistency(R). So a random variable

has a chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom. Therefore:

will give a confidence interval ( , ). The lower bound of the interval, , can be

used as a measure of quality. Its value is given by the following quadratic equation[7]:

where

However, this measure again fails to incorporate the completeness of the rule.

3.1.10  Distribution of the Target Samples

An important issue with all of these quality measures is the distribution of the data set

under consideration. All the measures under consideration assume the use of a normal

distribution and become increasingly inaccurate as the distribution moves further away

Y
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There is a problem with Coleman’s statistic, in that it does not take into account the

completeness of a rule. This means it is unable to measure the effect of false negatives

on the quality of the rule. Due to the bias inherent in the induction system, which

favours false negatives over false positives, this may be problematic.

3.1.7  SKIB1 and SKIB2

The following combinations of Coleman’s and Cohen’s statistics have been suggested

as measures that combine the best characteristics of both:

and

These are measures of both Agreement and Association. This means that they take into

account the entire 2x2 contingency table when returning a rule quality. The implication

is that they will deal well with most target distribution problems that would confuse

other measures. They appear to be excellent potential quality measures.

3.1.8  Information Gain

Information theory is another area that is closely related to statistics and may be of

some help for quality measurements. The following formula attempts to calculate the

information gain resulting from a particular rule:

where all logs are base 2. However this only holds if

Q
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R( ) Q
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3
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possible that the current rule filtering process (which trims out unimportant rules before

the quality measures are calculated) may make the first problem unlikely to occur in

practice, but there does not appear to be an easy solution to the second problem. The

formula is as follows:

The resulting values will be in the range 0 to 1, with larger values representing greater

levels of association.

3.1.5  Cohen’s Statistic

Cohen’s statistic measures the level of association on the main diagonal of the 2x2 con-

tingency table. It works by calculating the difference between the actual association and

the predicated association along the diagonal (Associationactual - Associationpredicted).

The formula is as follows:

This will return a value between -1 and 1, with negative values representing an inverse

relationship between the rule and it‘s target class.

3.1.6  Coleman’s Statistic

Coleman’s Statistic is a measure of the “agreement” between the first column and either

row of the contingency table. Here the correct relation is between the first column and

the first row. Similar to Cohen’s statistic, this measure is calculated by finding the dif-

ference between the actual agreement and the predicted agreement. The formula is as

follows:

The value returned will again be in the range -1 to 1, with negative values again very

unlikely.
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This formula was first used by Torgo [26]. The formula was empirically derived. It

seems to give good results in practice, but is difficult to interpret, since there is no pre-

cise meaning for any particular value.

3.1.3  Consistency and Completeness

Two measures have been suggested by Torgo for calculating rule quality; these are Con-

sistency and Completeness [26]. Consistency is a measure of how specific the rule is to

the problem. The higher the consistency the more precisely the rule covers the class

under consideration. Consistency is at its maximum when the rule covers all instances

of the target class and no instances outside the target class, that is when there are no

positive errors.

Completeness is a measure of how much of the problem domain is covered by the rule.

The higher the completeness, the more cases are covered by the rule. Completeness is at

its maximum when every instance of class c is covered by the rule, that is when there

are no negative errors.

It should be noted that both of these equations return a real value in the range of 0 to 1.

3.1.4  Pearson’s Statistic

The Pearson  statistic is derived from the simple chi-squared test applied to the con-

tingency table. Its result can be used as a measure for rule quality. However, there are

several major problems. Firstly, this measure will return a high quality when either

diagonal of the 2x2 contingency table is large, so if  and  are small, and if  and

 are large, this formula will return a high rule quality, which is obviously incorrect.

Secondly, this formula would have problems with cases where the target class distribu-

tion is unusual, since the chi-squared test is built to handle a normal distribution. It is

Con R( ) rc

r
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Com R( ) rc

c
-----= (8)
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3.1  Rule Quality Measures

A number of quality measures were considered for this research. Our decision to focus

on statistically derived measures eliminated some of the candidates found in the litera-

ture. Some other interesting measures, such as Rissanen’s Minimum Description

Length principle, were rejected because we felt they were not particularily applicable to

the domain. In the end we decided to evaluate statistics similar to those given in [7] as

possible statistical quality measures.

3.1.1  The 2 x 2 Contingency Table

The following 2x2 contingency table [6] relates rule R with class C. This table can be

used to derive a variety of statistics using variations on the standard chi-squared test for

independence. All of the quality measures examined and reported here, including the

one currently used by IMAFO, are derived from this table.

--------------------------------------------

Approximate Location of Table 2
--------------------------------------------

3.1.2  The IMAFO Quality Statistic

The current IMAFO quality statistic is a real value between 0 and 10, which is calcu-

lated by the following formula:

where  is the accuracy of rule R, calculated as follows:

 and  is the estimate of rule coverage and is calculated as follows:

Q
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• the names of the independent variables that influence the process (variables selected

for the nodes of the decision tree, i.e., p114, p8 and p42),

• the particular threshold below or above which the problem may exist,

• the coverage and error rate that represent the reliability of the relationship.

The rule quality is a combined measure that reflects the accuracy and the estimated cov-

erage of the rule. The rule quality is explained in Section 3.1.2 and in this paper is

referred to as IMAFO quality.

-------------------------------------------
Approximate location of Table 1

-------------------------------------------

Figure 1 shows how coverage and error rate are calculated. For a given set of records K

(e.g., 332 examples in Table 1), the coverage is the percentage of the problem that the

rule covers, i.e., the number of problems that a rule correctly predicts, out of all occur-

rences of the problem in each data set. The error rate is the ratio of the number of incor-

rect predictions (the rule predicted an error that did not occur) to the number of correct

predictions (the rule predicted an error and it did occur). From the information pre-

sented in Table 1, the process engineers decide which rules make sense and what to do

with them.

 -------------------------------------------

Approximate location of Figure 1
-------------------------------------------

There are a number of issues to consider when the data are analyzed using decision tree

induction. For example: (i) the coverage and error rate are not always in the ideal range,

this justifies the requirement for a rule quality measure; (ii) the distribution of targets in

a data set is not always the same. Therefore, we need a quality measure that represents

the coverage, error rate and combinations of false positives, false negatives, true posi-

tives and true negatives, and which is also sensitive to various characteristics of the

data.

The approach in this work is therefore to identify and test the most appropriate quality

measures and evaluate their sensitivity to characteristics of the data set.
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The description length of data K for theory R is therefore the sum of the above.

MDL theory is therefore useful in two aspects: (i) to measure the complexity of a theory

as the number of bits needed to represent it (coding cost), (ii) to measure how well the

theory fits the data. MDL has been applied in a number of applications among which

are [8] and Quinlan’s work [22, 23] applied for evaluating categorical theories. Quinlan

further proposed a modification to the MDL method so that it can be used for evaluating

rules generated by an induction system [21].

Finally, Riddle et al. [24] propose a rule ranking approach as part of processing and

analyzing the results of applying induction to a part manufacturing operation. The idea

is to use the additional statistical and rule ranking information to easily interpret and

apply the results of induction. This quantification of the rules is done through some sta-

tistical tests (e.g. χ2) to verify that the pattern discovered by the rule is statistically

meaningful, given the entire set of data. This approach filters out rules that have a high

accuracy but a low level of statistical significance.

3.0  Overview of the Approach

The main motivation for this study was to identify a reliable rule quality measure and

investigate its performance in real world applications. This rule quality was used to

evaluate and filter the rules generated by an induction system (IMAFO) developed at

the National Research Council of Canada. The main role of this system [12, 13] is to

analyse data from an industrial process and explain why some productions fail. The

learning component is a variation of Quinlan’s ID3 algorithm [20]. Its main function is

to analyse the data collected from a process and to search for descriptions of unsuccess-

ful productions as defined by the user. For its testing and pruning process, IMAFO has a

bias towards the errors of commission (positive errors), which are counted as three

times worse than the errors of omission (negative errors).

The data analyzed are in the form of numeric or symbolic attribute vectors, representing

different aspects of a production environment (e.g. process variables). Table 1 shows an

example of a decision tree generated for one problem that has been converted to a set of

rules easily understood by process engineers. The information in the rule consists of:
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The inadequacy of the entire rule may also be considered at the node level, where the

quality of each node is monitored to be above a certain pre-specified threshold of reli-

ability. In this case, the cost (or benefit) of an incorrect (or correct) rule is determined

by the user. This information is used to set the minimum reliability of an entire rule or

individual variables in the rule (that represent the nodes of a tree).

Rissanen [25] proposed the theory of Minimum Description Length (MDL) that can be

used to quantify the fit of different models (in our case rules generated by the learning

system) by using the length of the description of the data in terms of the model. The

MDL theory, is defined as “the total number of binary digits required to rewrite the

observed data, when each observation is given by some precision”. When a theory is

induced from a data set K to describe the positive class, it partitions K into two sets -

one group that satisfies the theory and another group that do not. Each of these groups is

further subdivided on the basis of the items’ true class. The four classes would therefore

be: (i) true positives, (ii) true negatives, (iii) false positives, and (iv) false negatives. If

the theory is known, each observation can be classified by specifying the false positives

for the observations satisfying the theory and false negatives among the rest, i.e. two

sets of exceptions. Assuming that a set of observations never consists entirely of excep-

tions, an encoding scheme to identify k exceptions in n observations gives the value of k

which requires:

However, if K contains T positives and N negatives, a theory with fp false positives and

fn false negatives is satisfied by T+fp-fn observations. The exceptions cost of specifying

data K is given as:

Q R( ) 1 1 g i( )+( )
i 1=

n

∑⁄= (1)

E n k,( ) nlog
n
k 

 
bitslog+= (2)

E T fp fn–+ fp,( ) E N fn fp–+ fn,( ) bits+ (3)
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quality of rules was measured by two properties: consistency and completeness. Consis-

tency of the rules is the ratio of the number of correctly covered cases to its number of

covered examples, whereas completeness of a rule is the ratio of the number of cor-

rectly covered examples to the number of examples of the same class. The approach,

although heuristic, resulted from several experiments and observations made with

YAILS (also reported in these papers) on real world problems. This method weighs two

properties according to the value of consistency, which is a way of introducing some

flexibility and coping with different situations, such as rules covering rare cases or very

general rules. Bruha and Kockova [6] evaluated various methods and rule quality mea-

sures developed by others [3, 5, 26] and viewed quality of a rule as a combination of its

correctness, power, predictability, reliability, and likelihood of success. They classified

the rule quality control approaches into empirical and statistical and concluded that all

methods of calculating rule quality were applicable. However, the heuristics of a learn-

ing algorithm and the method of calculating the rule quality of a classification scheme

should be selected together, taking the application into account.

Among the statistical measures introduced in [6] are (i) Cohen’s agreement table [4] in

which the actual agreement is compared with the observed agreement. This leads to a

measure of agreement that can be used as a quality measure. (ii) Using the same table,

Coleman [4] defines a slightly different measure of agreement. Both of these measures

of agreement are explained in Section 3.1. Weiss and Kulikowski [28] compare learning

systems using their true and apparent error rates or quality measures. True error rate of

a learning system is defined as the error rate of the learning system if it was tested on

the true distribution of cases in the data set. The apparent error rate of a learning system

is the error rate on the sample cases that were used to design or build the learning sys-

tem.

The issue of inadequacies in representing the knowledge has also been attributed to

poor quality of the rules [9]. The authors in this research suggest that there should be a

theory to learn good rules that satisfy the expert’s knowledge. The system KAISER

uses heuristics knowledge to build a qualitative measure of goodness/badness of a rule.

This is done through a set of improprieties and their combinations that are called grav-

ity. If the gravity varies between 0 and 1 in each node of the tree (that represent the vari-

ables in the rule), then in a rule with n variables, the quality is defined as:
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performance of these measures and recommend the most suitable one(s) for the induc-

tive tool that we have developed for intelligent data analysis.

The particular domain that we will focus on in this paper is intelligent process manage-

ment. The data for this study come from an advanced industrial process in which proc-

ess monitoring and data collection are relatively automated. The application involves

analyzing data from semiconductor manufacturing (wafer fabrication), an environment

where the volume of collected data is overwhelming. In such industries, the primary

goal of data analysis is to identify the most relevant attributes that influence a process

from among hundreds of attributes that are normally measured. In these high-dimen-

sional process environments [2], an induction system plays an important role in data

reduction through identification and ranking of attributes that influence any specific

problem. The results of data analysis included some rules that were not reliable due to

such reasons as noise in the data or unmeasured attributes.

The format of the paper is as follows: Section 2 includes work related to rule quality

and filtering the results of induction. Section 3 provides an overview of the approach,

giving a detailed discussions of all the rule quality measures and statistical information

that we have investigated. The entire testing and evaluation strategy is explained in Sec-

tion 4 and in Section 5 results are presented. Section 6 gives discussion and conclu-

sions.

2.0  Related Work

While the issue of a rule quality measure has been addressed by several researchers in

the past, there is no common view or agreement on one or more reliable rule quality

measure(s) and its (their) testing and evaluation in real world applications.

The related work can be divided into two somewhat overlapping categories: (i) rule

quality and rule filtering, (ii) rule combination and knowledge integration. Both areas

require a rule quality measure that can provide a “symbolic filter” for noisy, imprecise,

and unreliable knowledge. However, we will primarily focus on the first area as the lat-

ter is not entirely related to our work.

Torgo [26, 27] introduced a method for rule quality control and rule integration. The
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1.0  Introduction

Years of research and development work in inductive learning has resulted in introduc-

tion of many algorithms that have been tested and performed well in a number of

domains from medical to agriculture, finance to manufacturing. Examples of these

algorithms include ID3 [20], C4.5 [21], CN2 [11], and the AQ series of algorithms [17].

Researchers and practitioners have also recognized that applying a standard inductive

learning tool, such as the ones listed above, is somewhat of a skill [10]. Two problems

are quite common: (i) the inability of the learning algorithms to provide reliable rules

under all circumstances and (ii) the lack of a reliable measure of quality that users of

these tools, such as knowledge engineers or process engineers at a plant, can refer to

and easily interpret and apply the results of the data analysis. This has led researchers to

investigate the development and use of post-processing techniques to solve these prob-

lems. Such techniques would not only help ordinary users of inductive learning tools to

easily understand and apply the results of their data analysis, they could also be helpful

in developing the knowledge base for an expert system, which could be partially built

through induction.

The output of an induction system is usually presented in the form of rules that can be

easily understood and applied by users [18, 19]. The induction system that we have

developed [12, 13, 14] is an example. This system will be briefly introduced in Section

3.0. To perform any post-processing on the output of this induction system, we first

needed a reliable rule quality method and a fairly accurate rule quality threshold that

can be used to identify and filter irrelevant rules under various circumstances such as

variations in rule coverage, error rate, and the ratio of positive examples to negative

examples in the data set. This study was intended to find a reliable measure that would

be used for such a threshold.

The literature, discussed briefly in the next section, includes information about a

number of rule quality measures. This paper presents an evaluation strategy for these

rule quality measures as well as other statistical information appropriate for evaluation

of the results from an induction algorithm. The objective here is to demonstrate the per-

formance of these quality measures under a number of conditions that are common in

the real world and existed in the data used for this study. We will further evaluate the
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Abstract

This paper addresses an important problem related to the use of induction systems in

analyzing real world data. The problem is the quality and reliability of the rules gener-

ated by the systems. We discuss the significance of having a reliable and efficient rule

quality measure. Such a measure can provide useful support in interpreting, ranking and

applying the rules generated by an induction system. A number of rule quality and sta-

tistical measures are selected from the literature and their performance   is evaluated on

four sets of semiconductor data. The primary goal of this testing and evaluation has

been to investigate the performance of these quality measures based on: (i) accuracy,

(ii) coverage, (iii) positive error ratio, and (iv) negative error ratio of the rule selected

by each measure. Moreover, the sensitivity of these quality measures to different data

distributions is examined. In conclusion, we recommend Cohen's statistic as being the

best quality measure examined for the domain. Finally, we explain some future work to

be done in this area.
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